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Work is devoted to studying the inuence of exchange eects on a time of simultaneous crossing by identical par-
ticles through the rectangular quantum barrier. It is shown, that such eects essentially inuence on the tunneling
parameters. A change of identical particles tunneling time is rst computation taking into account their exchange
interaction in the eld of rectangular quantum barrier.
PACS: 03.65.-w, 03.65.Xp, 03.65.Nk
1. INTRODUCTION
In given work research of inuence of identical parti-
cles exchange interaction on time of their simultane-
ous tunneling through the rectangular quantum bar-
rier is conducted.
Tunneling is one of the most essential quantum-
mechanical phenomenas, with which face the devel-
opers of modern devices nanotechnology, quantum
optics, physicists of the condensed matter and etc.
Research of tunneling interesting as in theoretical as-
pect, by virtue of some unusual features of signal
passing through area, "forbidden" with positions of
the laws classical physicists (in them impulses of par-
ticles accept imaginary values)), so and in practical.
The practical interest is stimulated by perspective
of development on base of these phenomena new de-
vices, which, possible, will possess the feature, not
having analogue amongst material of surrounding us
nature.
Attention to problem of the tunneling especially
increased in connection with opening of the Hartman
eect (1962.). This eect is direct consequence of
tunneling Vigner's time denition [1].
As is well known, there are a few denition of tun-
neling time. Vigner's time (or phase time) is dened
as time of the intersection by maximum of the wave
package the region of quantum potential barrier:
 = h
@
@E
;
where:  { is a phase of a wave transmitted through a
barrier, E { energy of particle, incident on a barrier.
Hartman T.E., using the traditional approach in
denition of tunneling parameters, has established
that Vigner's time of tunneling through a rectangular
barrier is determined by the following formula (Hart-
man's formula):
 =
hp
E(U0   E)
;
where: U0 { is height of a barrier.
A few important consequences follow from this
formula [1].
1. Phase time of tunneling does not depend ex-
plicit on weight of a particle, but only from energy.
2. Time of tunneling does not depend on width
of a barrier and, hence, at barrier wide enough and
at big energies, speed of a particle can exceed speed
of light.
The last statement conicts with the generally ac-
cepted position about impossibility of exceeding of
light velocity by particles.
There are some experimental results testifying to
possibility of display of Hartman's eect [1]. There-
fore there is a question, whether has place such eect
at scattering of identical particles on each other?
The similar task frequently arises in experiments
on scattering in nuclear physics. The simplied
model of such process is simultaneous crossing by
identical particles the area of a rectangular barrier at
their movement in opposite directions. For Coulomb
potential such task has been solved by Mott N.F.
(Mott's formula) [2].
At research of processes of identical particles tun-
neling in view of their exchange interaction it is con-
venient to consider tunneling as a limiting case of
elastic scattering.
Particles can have spin (protons, electrons, etc.),
or have not spin, as in case of scattering of alpha
particles on alpha particles.
Scattering of identical particles has the features
[3] which are nding out their fundamental dierence
from not of identical particles.
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This dierence is found out from the circuit re-
sulted on Fig.1.
Fig.1. Two possible variants of identical particles
scattering in system of mass center which are not
distinct experimentally [3]
As particles are not distinct from each other, and
we cannot establish, which from particles gets in one
of counters, at calculation of scattering section it is
necessary to summarize amplitudes of probabilities
of both processes specied on Fig.1. It means that
can be revealed interference constituent, the contri-
bution of which to the section of dispersion will de-
pend on the spin state and from what particles dis-
perse: bosons or fermions
For two identical spinless Bose particles in system
of center of mass the eective scattering section of one
particle in direction of spatial angle d
 = sin dd'
looks like [1]:
(p p0) = jf(p p0) + f( p p0)j2 : (1)
Because events, proper to the hit of particle 1 or
particles 2 in some one of counters experimentally
not distinguished (they are adequate to amplitudes
of probabilities f of events, presented by each from
components in a formula (1)), for spherically sym-
metric interactions have:
 = jf(E; ) + f(E;    )j2 =
= jf(E; )j2 + jf(E;    )j2 +
+2f(E; )f(E;    ) : (2)
For two not identical particles we would have expres-
sion:
 = jf(E; )j2 + jf(E;    )j2 :
Thus, for identical particles in section of scatter-
ing there is the additional component responsible for
quant mechanical eect of interference, observable ex-
perimentally in case of scattering only for identical
particles. The Mott's formula [2] describing scatter-
ing of identical particles in a eld of Coulomb po-
tential, also contains additional component, arising
by virtue of exchange interaction of particles. For
two identical fermions with spin 1=2, scattering in
the eld of potential, not dependent from spins, wave
functions of two-partial system look like:
	 = 	(x1; x2) ;
where:  is spinor, responding to singlet state with a
spin s = 1, m = +1; 0; 1 or triplet state with a spin
s = 0.
In order that a complete wave function was anti-
symmetric, its coordinate part must be antisymmet-
ric for the triplet state and symmetric in the singlet
state.Thus, two identical fermions with a spin in the
singlet state are examined at processes of scattering
similar two identical spinless Bose particles [3].
For triplet state of polarized fermions a coordinate
function must be antisymmetric.
At scattering of non-polarized beams of fermions
have [3]:
non polarized =
1
4
singlet +
3
4
triplet =
= jf(E; )j2 + jf(E;    )j2 +
 Ref(E; )f(E;    ) :
Thus, for non-polarized fermions as well as for
triplet state, we have antisymmetric coordinate wave
function. As follows from [2], the wave function de-
scribing collision of two particles in system of the cen-
ter of mass can be representing by the following ex-
pression:
u(~r)r!1 ! eikz + r 1f(; ')ei~k~r ; (3)
where: r; ; { spherical coordinates of a vector ~r. For
identical particles, taking into account necessity sym-
metrization of wave function of scattering, asymp-
totic expressions for symmetric and antisymmetric
wave functions should be written down as follows:
	 = (eikze ikz)+[f(; ') f(   ; '+ )] r 1ei~k~r ;
(4)
where "+" corresponds to symmetric function, "-" -
to antisymmetric function. As follows from (2) at ac-
count of identity of particles at their scattering in eld
of a quantum barrier, to section of scattering of two
particles it is necessary to bring in the addition de-
termined third element in formula (2). Just the same
dierence in the formula of scattering and stipulates
a change time of tunneling for identical particles by
virtue of their exchange interaction.
2. AN ESTIMATIONS OF THE TIME OF
IDENTICAL PARTICLES INTERACTION
IN FIELD OF A RECTANGULAR
POTENTIAL BARRIER
The circuit of two particles tunneling in one-
dimensional variant is represented on Fig.2.
Fig.2. The circuit of two identical particles inter-
action in eld of a rectangular potential barrier
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If there is a scattering potential, asymptotic form of
wave function looks like [4]:
r	 =
X
l
Pl(cos )gl(r) =
X
l
AlPl(cos ) sin(kr+l) ;
(5)
where: l = l   l=2. From the scattering the-
ory with use of a method of partial waves [4] follows,
that cross-section of scattering not identical particles
is described by the formula:
 = jf()j2 = 1
k2
X
l
(2l + 1)
2
Pl(cos )(e
2il   1)

2
:
(6)
This formula shows a dependence of cross-section on
a phase l. At l = 0 angular dependence is absent,
and we have the following expression:
 =
1
k2
(e2il   1)2
4
: (7)
Taking into account this expression, we shall have:
Re(fbf

c ) =
1
4k2
(e2i 1)(e 2i 1) = 1
2k2
(1 cos 2) :
(8)
Thus, the function describing scattering of two iden-
tical particles, will have a next view:
	 = (eikz  e ikz) + r 1eikr
s
1
2k2(1  cos 2) =
= (eikz  e ikz) + r 1eikr 1
k
p
2
sin  : (9)
For small values  (as it is underlined in [4], at small
values k the phase also is small): sin  =  = e   1.
Then we have:
	 = (eikz  e ikz) + r 1eikr 1
k
p
2
(e   1) : (10)
Thus, for scattering of the identical particles de-
scribed by symmetric wave function, additional shift
of a phase appeared approximately equal  (while
usually - for not identical particles, its value 2 [4]).
The additive to time of tunneling in view of ex-
change interaction of the identical particles described
by symmetric wave function, according to [4] makes:
 =
1
g
d
dk
 =
m
hk
d
dk
 : (11)
Expressions for  are resulted in the educational lit-
erature for various forms of potential. Having substi-
tuted these expressions in (11) it is possible to dene
the interesting us size of the additive addition to time
of tunneling.
In [2, 5] it is shown, that for a barrier with poten-
tial
V (r) =

U; r  a;
0; r > a:
the equation, describing behavior of one particle in-
side a barrier, looks like:
d2
dr2
+K2

R0l(r) = 0 ; R0l(0) = 0 ; (12)
were:
K2 = k2  K20 ; K20 = 2mU=h2 :
Outside of a barrier the decision looks like:
R0l(r) = C sin(kr + 0) : (13)
Inside of a barrier:
R0l = Cl sin Kr ; if k  K0 ;
R0l = Cl sin Qr ; if k  K0 ; (14)
were: Q =
p
K20   k2.
If energy of incident particles are small,Q 
K0 and from a condition of equality of logarithmic
derivative functions (13) and (14) it is received (at
ka 1):
0 = arctg(KD)  ka ; (15)
were:
D =
th(Qa)
Q
 th(K0a)
K0
:
From the equation (15) we nd:
d0
dk
=
D
k2D2 + 1
  a :
Then  (change of particles tunneling time be-
cause of their exchange interaction), according to (11)
will be expressed by the formula:
 =
m
hk(E)

D
k2D2 + 1
  a

: (16)
For calculations we shall take:
D =
th(K0a)
K0
; k2 = 2mE=h2 ;
a = 10 10 cm; U = 10 11 erg; E = 2  10 12 erg.
Having substituted these values in (16) it is possi-
ble to receive dependences of impulses incident simul-
taneously on a barrier of identical particles from en-
ergy for particles with dierent masses and to choose
the proper region (where ka 1) for which the con-
ducted calculations will be correct [2].
On Fig.3 calculation dependences of a delay time
jj on energy of identical particles are presented.
Calculations are lead for particles with mass of elec-
trons (a), protons (b) and -particles (c). As is obvi-
ous from the resulted dependences, exchange interac-
tion reduces absolute value of tunneling time and de-
pendence jj on mass is found out. Taking into ac-
count the requirement of symmetrization, mentioned
above, we shall note, that at scattering of -particles
jj negatively, and of fermion's particles - it is nec-
essary to take into account a spin state, since particles
can be in singlet or triplet state.
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Fig.3. Dependences of delay time jj on energy identical particles with mass of electrons (a), protons (b),
and -particles (c) at a condition ka 1
Fig.4 illustrates dependence jj on width
of barrier for particles with mass of proton.
Fig.4. Change time of tunneling at depending on
width of a potential barrier to particles with mass of
a proton
As is obvious from gures 3-4, on change of tun-
neling time inuence both mass of particles, and
width of a potential quantum barrier. Thus, the con-
ducted calculations within the framework of applied
approaching do not conrm existence of Hartman's
eect in case of account of identical particles interac-
tion.
3. CONCLUSIONS
In work the inuence of exchange eects on time of
simultaneous tunneling identical particles through a
rectangular quantum barrier is investigated. It is
shown, that such eects essentially inuence on a pa-
rameters of tunneling. A change of tunneling time
of identical particles is rst expected taking into ac-
count their exchange interaction in a eld of rectan-
gular quantum barrier. It is discovered, that addi-
tional tunneling time (it can be negative or positive
depending on a spin state of particles and, whether
scattering bosons or fermions) depends on mass of
particles and width of barrier. It means that Hart-
man's eect does not take place in this case. The
received results can be exploited in practical calcula-
tions and at designing the devices using processes of
quantum tunnel transitions.
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ÈÇÌÅÍÅÍÈÅ ÂÐÅÌÅÍÈ ÒÓÍÍÅËÈÐÎÂÀÍÈß ÒÎÆÄÅÑÒÂÅÍÍÛÕ ×ÀÑÒÈÖ
×ÅÐÅÇ ÏÐßÌÎÓÃÎËÜÍÛÉ ÁÀÐÜÅÐ ÏÐÈ ÈÕ ÎÁÌÅÍÍÎÌ ÂÇÀÈÌÎÄÅÉÑÒÂÈÈ
Ë.Ñ.Ìàðöåíþê
Ðàáîòà ïîñâÿùåíà èçó÷åíèþ âëèÿíèÿ îáìåííûõ ýôôåêòîâ íà âðåìÿ îäíîâðåìåííîãî òóííåëèðîâàíèÿ
òîæäåñòâåííûõ ÷àñòèö ÷åðåç ïðÿìîóãîëüíûé êâàíòîâûé áàðüåð. Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî òàêèå ýôôåêòû ñóùå-
ñòâåííî âëèÿþò íà ïàðàìåòðû òóííåëèðîâàíèÿ. Âïåðâûå ðàññ÷èòàíî èçìåíåíèå âðåìåíè òóííåëèðîâà-
íèÿ òîæäåñòâåííûõ ÷àñòèö ñ ó÷åòîì èõ îáìåííîãî âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿ â ïîëå ïðÿìîóãîëüíîãî êâàíòîâîãî
áàðüåðà.
ÇÌIÍÀ ×ÀÑÓ ÒÓÍÍÅËÞÂÀÍÍß ÒÎÒÎÆÍÈÕ ×ÀÑÒÈÍÎÊ ×ÅÐÅÇ
ÏÐßÌÎÊÓÒÍÈÉ ÁÀÐ'Ð ÏÐÈ Õ ÎÁÌIÍÍIÉ ÂÇÀÌÎÄI
Ë.Ñ.Ìàðöåíþê
Ðîáîòà ïðèñâÿ÷åíà âèâ÷åííþ âïëèâó îáìiííèõ åôåêòiâ íà ÷àñ ñèíõðîííîãî òóííåëþâàííÿ òîòîæíèõ
÷àñòèíîê ÷åðåç ïðÿìîêóòíèé êâàíòîâèé áàð'¹ð. Ïîêàçàíî, ùî òàêi åôåêòè iñòîòíî âïëèâàþòü íà ïàðà-
ìåòðè òóííåëþâàííÿ. Âïåðøå ðîçðàõîâàíà çìiíà ÷àñó òóííåëþâàííÿ òîòîæíèõ ÷àñòèíîê ïðè óðàõó-
âàííi ¨õ îáìiííî¨ âçà¹ìîäi¨ â ïîëi ïðÿìîêóòíîãî êâàíòîâîãî áàð'¹ðó.
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